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FROM THE RABBI

By Gerald Zelizer

“L’ayla Ul’alya – Onward and Upward”

W

Rabbi and Viviana Zelizer at the May 3 event
“Zeli-brating” his 45 years of service.
(Photo courtesy of Sabrina Szteinbaum)

ith this, my last bulletin message after 45 years, I
would like to turn to the future, and to congratulate
both Rabbi Eric Rosin who will now be the rabbi at
Neve Shalom, and to congratulate this congregation that has
selected him.
Rabbi Rosin comes with an ample sheaf of fine credentials as
a Conservative rabbi. Neve Shalom comes with an ample sheaf of
fine credentials as a vibrant Conservative synagogue. A good
match. And since the Board of Directors has awarded my wife
and myself honorary membership in the shul, I welcome Rabbi
Rosin as my rabbi too!
My two kernels of advice are summarized in two verbs –
“rabbi” and “Jew!”
As you have with me, give Rabbi Rosin the time and space to
“rabbi.” – To fulfill those sacred duties which are at the core, and
not the periphery, of a rabbis calling.
As hopefully I have done with you, may Rabbi Rosin inspire
and teach you how to “Jew” – to fulfill those mitzvot, both
between God and humans, and between one human and
another, which are at the core of a Jew’s life.
Behatzlahah – Strength and the Almighty’s blessings on both
those charges.
Rav Todot – Abundant thanks for the sacred privilege of
serving you as your rabbi these 45 at 250.
L’ayla u’alya – Onward and upward together with Rabbi Eric
Rosin.
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Notes from the Hazzan
By Hazzan Sheldon Levin

A Week in the Job of Hazzan

I

’m sure that some members of our
congregation think a cantor sings on
Friday night and Saturday but has little to do
most of the rest of the time. I wish to share
one week, as a sample of the diverse things
that keep me busy, though every week is
different.
On a Tuesday in April, after morning
minyan, I sent out Constant Contact publications to Hebrew School families and a different
one to Hebrew High families. I spent time
setting up that evening’s Holocaust programs
and film and doing other administrative
activities regarding finding Torah readers,
classroom schedules, upcoming Hebrew School
Maccabiyah and other events. Tuesday
afternoon we had a moving Holocaust program
for the elementary children. Tuesday evening
Liz Binstein presented a slide show of her
recent trip to Poland’s Concentration Camps.
We then showed teens and adults the film
“Beneath The Helmet,” thanks to a grant I was
able to procure.
On Wednesday, I worked on music for
some upcoming services and programs. I sent
emails to teachers about scheduling
information they need and plans for the
remainder of the year including starting to
prepare the next parent memos, online
assignments for each class and report card
grids. After other administrative cantorial
duties, following up with Torah readers,
sending out parts and MP3s, etc., I visited
someone in the hospital. In the afternoon I
taught several b’nai mitzvah and that evening
performed in the Community Holocaust Event
at the JCC.
On Thursday, I started on next week’s
Constant Contact emails and sent out
Facebook reminders for this coming weekend’s
events. I prepared flyers and Shul-Cloud Events
for June programs and communicated with a
congregant regarding an upcoming life cycle
event. Each week on Thursday I record the
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service times for the upcoming week, you can
hear these by dialing 732-548-2238, ext. 7. I
participated in a Jewish Educational Webinar
on creative different Hebrew School models. I
supervised Hebrew School, rehearsed with
that Saturday’s bat mitzvah family and some
other b’nai mitzvah students. In the evening I
saw the Middlesex County College production
of “Fiddler on the Roof” to see if we should
recommend this to our Hebrew School families
(I did promote it to them.)
Friday morning, every week, I sing with
the Nursery children. I met with a couple
planning a wedding and attended the funeral
of a congregant who passed away. In the
afternoon I led a service at Whispering Knolls,
which I do as a volunteer. Friday night, of
course, there were services.
Saturday morning, we had a lovely
well-attended service including a bat mitzvah.
Sunday morning, in addition to
supervising Hebrew School and recording the
previous week’s Torah readers, I helped make
the arrangements for the Israel Segal lecture
for adults and also organized a special fun
program to have the children play soccer and
learn about Jewish values from Spencer
Rockman. I had an important meeting with
some synagogue lay leaders for several hours.
I helped send teens to the community Mitzvah
Day event and in the evening rehearsed the
Jewish Community Choir.
Monday is my day off so I try to keep
synagogue activities to a minimum but still
found time to send out the weekly flyers of
upcoming events and lead a shiva minyan. For
the Cantors Assembly I participated in a
meeting of selecting recordings for the next CD
project.
I find these varied activities exhilarating
and I am thrilled to be at such a dynamic and
vibrant congregation that does so many things
and I am happy to be your cantor and
Education Director.
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Hebrew School News

By Hazzan Sheldon Levin

A YEAR OF MITZVOT AND SPECIAL EVENTS
T

his past year has had an amazing array of special
programs for our Hebrew School students. In
addition to the excellent classes and curriculum, many
children enjoyed reviewing and practicing Hebrew and
prayers using the online learning programs we provide. We love to see
the kids excited about playing the games they earn online after
practicing their Hebrew assignments. Our theme this year was Mitzvot
and we featured many special programs to help bring them to life.
Many of these were sponsored by Jewish Federation in the Heart of
New Jersey and we are very grateful for their support.
The first day of school we invited grandparents, other special
visitors and a professional story teller. We learned of the mitzvah of
“hiddur zaken”, honoring the elders. We had some fun sukkah family
and Hebrew Activities and performed the mitzvot of eating in the
sukkah and waving the lulav and etrog. We had a wonderful trip to the
Jewish Children’s Museum and focused on many mitzvot from Torah
study to “bikkur Cholim” (visiting the sick), kashrut and many others.
We had special Family, Class and Tot Shabbat services on Friday
nights and Saturdays and experienced the mitzvot of prayer and Torah
study. Hadassah helped some of the children make mezuzot and
others visited a hospital and created gifts for patients. We had some
Havdalah experiences; one at Temple Emanu-El with a spectacular
light show and one at Neve with a Carlebach sing along.
A professional ventriloquist entertained the kids and taught some
mitzvot including “hachnassat orchim” (welcoming guests), and “loving
your neighbor” with his very amusing puppets. For Tu B’Shvat and
Yom Ha’Atzmaut we did numerous projects to connect us with Loving
Israel: Ahavat Tziyon. For Purim we make baskets of treats for children
at the Lakeview School (mishloach manot), sent mishloach manot
funds to Israeli soldiers, and collected money for matanot l’evyonim.
Many fulfilled the mitzvah of hearing the Megillah and attending an
“Ad Lo Yada” carnival. Many of our teens and USYers often raised
funds for charities and every bar and bat mitzvah had a mitzvah
project.
For Pesach the children learned of many of the mitzvot and
participated in creative and experiential seders. We also brought in
professional drummers for the children to play drums and learn the
Pesach story in a new and fun way. In prayer classes and services we
work on tefillah skills and some classes put on tefillin, learned Torah

trop and other synagogue skills. Danny Siegel, the world renowned
“Mitzvah Man” spoke with our teens and challenged them to continue
activities he gave them to start. Spencer Rockman combined teaching
soccer with Jewish values including: Feeding the Hungry, Humility,
Kindness, Compassion, Cooperation, Inclusion, Respect and other key
Jewish values.
Whenever opportunities presented themselves we took
advantage of teachable moments to learn about bal tashchit
(preserving the Earth), feeding the hungry (ma-akhil r’evim), honoring
parents kibbud av va-em, rodef shalom (seeking peace), lashon harah
(the evil tongue), teshuvah (repentance) and other mitzvot. A local girl
scout troop did a project of tza-ar ba-alei hayim (compassion for
animals) and the Hebrew school students helped. The school was also
involved in meeting prospective rabbinic candidates (asei l’cha rav)
and creating a magnificent gift and farewell tribute to Rabbi Zelizer.
At the very least the children learned that there are many kinds
of mitzvot and not just tzedakah or good deeds. Our 7 th graders earn
their way each year into the Mitzvah Honor Society and we are proud
of the many mitzvot all of our students and teachers do throughout
the year.

THE SALAD TRAIL in the Negev encourages visitors to get a feel for the land and its produce.
Can you name fifteen varieties of cherry tomatoes? What about four types of carrots? Have
you ever tasted an Uri Kaduri orange? Do you know the differences among seven varieties of mint
leaves?
A three hour visit to “The Salad Trail”, a unique touch and taste farm in the Hevel Havesor
region of the northern Negev will turn you into an expert grower for the day.
“Pick your own” produce farms are commonplace. But agronomist Uri Alon has upped the
ante with his complete sense and learning experience at his farm in the northern Negev. “If you
want to see how real vegetables grow and taste the best vegetables in the world, that’s reason enough to come visits,” says
Alon. Uri Alon, the brains behind this blossoming oasis in the middle of a sandy desert, tells Israel21c his story.
To get the complete article (with delectable photos) send your e-mail address to miriamsar18@gmail.com and it will be
forwarded to you. Happy salivating!
3
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Neve Shalom would like to
thank the following people
for chanting Torah in the
month of April:
T=Teen, JR=Junior
Ronald Becker................... 13
Melissa Boxer ................... 1
Jake Bullock ...................... 1
Andrea Colby .................... 1
Lawrence Dombrow ......... 1
Marlene Fineman ............. 1
Michael Friederwitzer ....... 15
Abigail Goldberg ............... T 1
Eric Goldman .................... 3
Rosalie Green ................... 1
Bruce Greenberg .............. 2
Jennifer Greenberg ........... T 1
Miriam Kafker ................... 2
Rena Kallman .................... 2
Miriam Kayser .................. T 1
Elliot Kramer ..................... 1
Ariella Kushner ................. T 1
Michael Kushner ............... 1
Gary Rendsburg ................ 3
Mark Rosenfield ............... 8
Daniel Rushefsky .............. 1
Debbi Schildkraut ............. 2
Haley Schulman ................ 1
Jeffrey Schulman .............. 1
Stacey Sern ....................... 4
Martin Slutzky .................. 2
Arlene Smith ..................... 1
Eric Steinbach ................... T 1
Alan Stern ......................... 1
Stephen Traum ................. 10
Karen Weinstein ............... 1
David Yellin ....................... 1
Haftarah
Aimee Braverman
Bruce Greenberg
Will Howitt ....................... T
Miriam Kayser .................. T
Audrey Napchen
Seymour Tabak
Ashrei
Claire Goldberg ................. JR
Nathan Zelizer .................. JR
Sophia Zelizer ................... JR

Adult Ed News

By Hazzan Sheldon Levin

Thanks for ANOTHER Amazing Year!
ZELI-BRATIONS
This year has given us many opportunities to recognize Rabbi Zelizer for the many
facets of his career and the impact he has had
on so many. The events included: Rabbi
Zelizer as our Scholar of Residence speaking
about the Rabbinate of yesterday and the
present, then Rabbi Dorsch spoke about ways
that he, as a young rabbi, reaches out to
younger Jews, particularly outside of the
synagogue. A concert starring Cantor Gaston
Bogolmoni and a band showed off the South
American flavor of Jewish music. USY Alumni
Shabbat connected with the Rabbi’s
connections over many decades with youth.
Julian Zelizer was an outstanding spokesman
about Lyndon Johnson and Sam Freedman, a
friend of the Rabbi’s, spoke on the Friday
night before the visit to Congress of
Netanyahu and Obama. Ken Davidoff, a
former student at Neve, spoke about baseball
and religion and Arthur Markman, another
former student, spoke about changing
behavior. Of course, the Honoree Gala in May
and the “dinner” with Rabbi and Mayor
Steven Fulop will take place in June. What an
amazing year. Special thanks to the
Zeli-brations and Adult Ed Committees for all
of their work and Gilbert and Claudie Hayat
for sponsoring many of the speakers.
OTHER SPEAKERS and EVENTS
The Donald and Ruth Kahn Book and
Author Event featured four outstanding young
writers. We thank Amy Artman for chairing
this so well. Gerald Pomper spoke about the
mid-term elections last fall. Leslie Fishbein
spoke in May about the Labor Movement in
the USA and Yehuda Kurtzer was the Israel
Segal scholar who spoke about Israel and
America. We thank Shirley and the Segal
Family for this annual program.
The Film Festival this year featured
different Jewish musical genres from cantors
to Broadway, Israel to Hava Nagila around the

world. I thank all who came to any of these
interesting films. We also were able to show
“Beneath The Helmet” which was very
moving to the many teens and adults who
came.
Neshama Carlebach and Josh Nelson
were the performers for this year’s Susy
Schwartz concert. We are very lucky to have a
congregation that can bring this level of
presenters. Thanks to Rena Kallman, Barbara
Du-Bois and the entire concert committee.
CLASSES
The Rabbi’s classes were well attended.
Bruce Greenberg taught more people basic
Hebrew reading while I added five more
Torah readers to our cadre of capable readers. Special thanks to Steve Gross for his
Wednesday night Talmud classes, to Michele
Rosenfield who organizes the Saturday
afternoon food and study and to the Men’s
Club for their creative Monday evening sports
and study programs. The Men’s Club, as
usual, did a great job with the World Wide
Wrap.
We also thank the Rabbinic Search
Committee, chaired by Jonathan Greenberg,
for bringing outstanding rabbis to lead some
services and teach some classes.
SPECIAL SERVICES
We thank Wendy Kushner and Christina
Daniels who helped organize the Multiple
Minyan Days and to Steve Gross, Harold
Geller, Wendy and Hazzan who taught some
of the special programs.
Thanks to the cast of “Les Miserable
Persians” and all of our Megillah readers for a
fun Purim evening. We look forward, on June
13, to thank all of our Torah readers, Service
Leaders and many other volunteers.
Special thanks to our Adult Ed
Committee, chaired by Sam Grafton and Bob
Moss for the many and varied programs
which help make Neve Shalom such a special
congregation.

Nursery School Seeking Technology Donations
As you upgrade your technology devices, please consider donating
equipment to our Nursery School, such as laptops, tablets and/or iPod
devices. The teachers will be more than happy to integrate expanded
technology use in the classroom. Donations can also be made to the
Nursery School Fund. Thank you.
4
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Nursery School News
By Martha Mack, Director

H

ere we are at the end of the school year……where has the
time gone? We played, we learned, and we lived the
Jewish calendar from Rosh Hashanah all the way to Shavuot! What a wonderful
year it has been watching our children thrive and grow here at Neve Shalom
Nursery School.
We celebrated Shabbat together in May at our very own Kabbalat Tot
Shabbat in the sanctuary with the Hazzan and we learned why we celebrate
Shavuot to commemorate when the Jewish people received the Torah. In June
we look forward to our end of the year picnic at Olmezer Park and graduation
for our 4 year old class on Wednesday, June 10 at 7:00 pm. Wishing all of our
graduates the best of luck next year in Kindergarten!
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the entire nursery school
teaching and administrative staff for all of their hard work and dedication. To
Rabbi Zelizer for his spiritual guidance and daily hallway chats with the
Nursery School students (“Shalom Rav Yehudah!”), and to Hazzan Levin for his
weekly musical Shabbat celebrations (can we sing and dance to “Bim-Bam” with
a cha-cha beat?) Thank you as well to all of the Nursery School parents for their
support and for playing such an active role in their child's preschool education.
Registration for the fall is currently open, if you know of anyone interested
in Neve Shalom Nursery School please feel free to have them contact Martha
Mack, Nursery School Director at either nurseryschool@neveshalom.net or
732-548-2238, ext.17 for more information. Wishing everyone a safe and
happy summer!

T

By Lon Dobs

By Samantha Davis

T

his month was full of fun packed events! We hosted
Closing Dance! It was a great way to end the regional year! And afterwards… we had a lock in! We slept
over at the temple that night! It was a great, fun filled
way to end that Shabbat.
Then, near the end of the month, we did the Cardboard Castle and Western Wall event with Kadima! This
was such a fun, and creative way to unite the USYers
and the Kadimaniks of Metuchen together. It was so fun
to get to bond with them, and hopefully excite them for
their fun years to come in USY. This was also a really
creative way to connect our chapter of USY with Israel,
as we built things located in Israel!
As for upcoming events, we have the Pizza Party on
June 1! This will be such a fun event, and it is a great
way to end the year. Also, during August, we have
Encampment, as we do each year. Encampment is such
an amazing week, as you get to meet so many new
people, make so many new friends, and bond with
fellow USYers from across the region. I hope all of our
chapter will join us this year for this amazing week!

he “F” word was the theme of
the evening for night of April
12. This year’s combined Pasta
Night and Mr. Neve event pulled out all
the stops – Fantastic Food, Fun, Flair,
and Fabulous Friends. The Men’s Club
and USY teamed up this year to
combine their respective annual
festivities into one magnificent
celebration of culinary mastery and
merriment.
A diverse assortment of victuals
created by the talents of the Men’s
Club Kitchen Crew awaited the hungry
guests, which included three-cheese
baked ziti, mushroom sauce over
gnocchi, and Melissa’s salsa di
pomodoro, over a choice of bow-tie
pasta, linguine, or spinach linguini.
Along with the entrées, Italian salad,
garlic bread, Italian bread, and sautéed
garlic was also available for the taking.
The food and drink flowed to the
delight of the one hundred attendees
throughout the first segment of the
evening. Once again, the Men’s Club
has taken cooking for community
events to new heights.
5

To begin the second act of the
evening, the USYers took over with Eric
Steinbach and Matthew Daniels
emceeing the show for this year’s Mr.
Neve portion of the evening. Five lucky
members of Congregation Neve
Shalom (Eric “Chairman of the Board”
Goldman, Steve “Mr. Pi” Gross, and
Dan “Coin Snatcher” Hirsch, Jeffrey
“Da-Da-Da-Da” Schulman, David “Hug
Me” Yellin) competed in several
categories displaying their talent, wit,
and intelligence to a panel of wise,
beautiful, and critical judges (Jennifer
Bullock, Elyse Schulman and Nancy
Shlossman). Each of these handsome
contestants looked debonair while
donning tuxedos and their very best for
the fashion-wear category.
The
amount of sheer talent demonstrated
on the stage cannot be described in
words. Their vocal abilities left the
crowd in awe, and the short Q&A
session knocked the spectators off their
seats laughing in stitches. At the end of
the night, the honor of wearing this
year’s Mr. Neve crown belongs to Mr.
Eric Goldman.
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Two Spies, a Fig, and a Prostitute

By Chef Lon

ing the figs to show fruitfulness in the Promised Land.
Years later, during the Israelite's conquest of the land of Israel,
Joshua (Joshua 2:1-24; the Haftarah to Shalach) also used two spies
to obtain information about Jericho. The spies needed somewhere
to hide from the soldier’s of the city. Herein enters the prostitute
into our story, and one of the most unlikely heroines of the Torah – a
Canaanite harlot by the name of Rahab ָר ָחב
The spies used the house of Rahab as a hideout. In return for
their safety, the spies accepted her pleas to keep her family safe
when the Jewish army ransacked the city. Moses and his army eventually conquered Jericho and Rahab’s family was spared. You may
be wondering, how did the Hebrew army know which house was
hers? She hung a red cord outside of her window so the soldiers
would know to bypass her home. There are theories that suggest
that this was the origination of the “red light” district.
Figs symbolize freedom and the sweetness of Israel. This is why
it was important that the spies brought back figs as one of the fruits
they collected – to show what splendor and opportunities lay ahead.
This same symbolism came into play centuries later when a quote in
Kings 5:5 became one of the inspirations behind Theodore Herzl’s
dream for the creation of a Jewish homeland:
“And Judah and Israel dwelt safely, every man under his vine and
under his fig-tree, from Dan even to Beer-sheba, all the days of Solomon.”
Figs are not merely used for their symbolic character in Jewish
history; they are actually delicious to eat and healthy for you as well.
Figs h contain a high amount of many essential nutrients such as:
potassium, iron, and fiber. They are also used for medicinal purposes
as a diuretic and a laxative.
Although fresh and dry figs have been exported for many centuries (first brought to the Americas by the Spaniards in 1520), it is an
ingredient not as widely utilized in today’s modern American kitchens. So I am going to go with a fairly simple recipe – Baked RicottaStuffed Figs. [For an unabridged version of this article, please visit
https://foodhistoryreligion.wordpress.com/]

T

his month’s story begins where it all started –during the first
days of human existence, when humans first exhibited their
fallibility by taking that first bite of the forbidden fruit – a fig.
Sorry to destroy your long-held beliefs of Adam and Eve being deceived
by the serpent to eat an apple. Many scholars believe it was quite possibly a fig (or a grape, or an etrog; but not an apple). Genesis 3:6 states:
And when the woman saw that the tree was good
for food, and that it was a delight to the eyes, and
that the tree was to be desired to make one wise,
she took of the fruit thereof, and did eat; and she
gave also unto her husband with her, and he did
eat.
This passage does not state that they consumed an apple, but
uses the Hebraic general word miparih ( ,) ִמ ְּפ ִריwhich is a general name
for any fruit that grows on a tree.
Fig trees may have been the first variety of trees to be cultivated
by humans. Remnants of nine sterile fig trees have been discovered
along the Jordan River dating around 9300 BCE. Figs (ficus carica) have
made an appearance throughout Jewish and biblical history since the
beginning of human kind. They are native to, and originated in, the
areas of the Middle East, where most of the stories of the Torah take
place.
There are many references to the fig throughout Jewish history.
The Torah describes Israel as “a land of wheat and barley, and vines
and fig-trees and pomegranates; a land of olive-trees and honey.” In
the Book of Kings, an Assyrian general tries to bribe the Jewish soldiers
to dessert with the promise of figs. Figs are no stranger to other ancient cultures. Figs are depicted on Sumerian stone tablets dating back
to 2500 BCE; the ancient Greek priests of Dionysus (1100-1500 BCE)
were associated with the symbol of the fig tree; and Buddha (between
the 6th and 4th century BCE) meditated under a bodhi tree (fig tree variation).
This month’s article focuses on one particular instance of figs in
the Torah – within the parsha of Shalach ( .)פרשת שלח־לךA fig, along
with a pomegranate and a bunch of grapes, were the three items that
spies brought back from the Promised Land to Moses. Moses used
spies to scout the land ahead. He chose one man from each of the
twelve tribes. Ten of the spies brought reports of disaster in their path
if they continue. Two spies, however, brought back some hope, includ-

Ingredients (serves 4)
8 large
1/3 cup
3 Tbs.
½ cup
1/3 cup
1/3 cup
1 tsp
1 tsp

Figs
Sugar
Water
Marsala Wine (sweet)
Heavy Cream
Ricotta Cheese
Cinnamon
Brown Sugar

Instructions
(1) Preheat Oven to 350 degrees. (2) Spread open the figs and place
on a baking tray. (3) Place water, then sugar into a small saucepan.
Heat on stovetop until sugar dissolves. Remove from heat, add the
marsala, and stir. (4) Pour marsala /sugar water over figs. Place into
the oven about 18-20 minutes (or until the figs are tender – don't
over-cook) (5) While the figs are in the over, in a small bowl mix the
heavy cream, ricotta cheese, brown sugar, and cinnamon. (6) When
figs are ready arrange on a serving tray and scoop some of the
cheese mixture into middle of each. If any juice is left in the tray,
drizzle on top of figs.
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A selection of photos taken by
Sabrina Szteinbaum at the May 3 gala
in celebration of Rabbi Zelizer.
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We Gratefully Acknowledge
and thank the following generous contributors to our funds:
Rabbi's Discretionary Fund
In Honor Of ..................................From
David & Marcia Yellin's
son’s engagement ..........................Irwin & Joyce Slurzberg
In Memory Of ..............................From
Yahrzeit............................................Mark & Shelly Lampf
Benjamin Haberman .......................Kitty Haberman
Robert Goldfarb ..............................Betty Goldfarb
Siegfried Weisselberger ..................Judy & Sy Tabak
Benjamin Welner ............................Arlene & Abraham Podelsky
Yahrzeit............................................Oscar & Eva Lowry
Yahrzeit............................................Frances Drescher
Yahrzeit............................................Robert & Carole Kussner
Seymour Clare .................................Robert Clare
Myrna Olshan ..................................Brenda Dessel
Yahrzeits ..........................................Daniel & Esta Marx
Channah Wernik .............................Charlotte Sheratsky
Claire Moshowitz ............................Martin & Marilyn Tessler
Jack Belowich ..................................Rose Kaufman

Youth Fund
In Honor Of ..................................From
Greg Yellin and Amanda's
engagement.................................... Scott & Cindy Ull
Granddaughter Miriam's
bat mitzvah ..................................... Sandy & Fred Schoenfeld
Don & Ruth Kahn Book & Author Fund
In Memory Of ..............................From
Joyce Harrison ................................ Stanley & Gail Slobodien
Leo Slobodien ................................. Stanley & Gail Slobodien
Jack Belowich.................................. Stanley & Gail Slobodien
Gershon Robinson Music and Art Fund
In Memory Of ..............................From
Morton Kaufman ............................ Fredda Robinson
Jack Belowich.................................. Herbert & Myrna Samuelson
Jeffrey Turtletaub Jewish Music Library Fund
In Memory Of ..............................From
Yahrzeit ........................................... David Verbitsky

Ner Tamid Fund
In Honor Of ..................................From
David & Marcia Yellin's
son’s engagement ..........................Edward & Dorothy Thompson
In Memory Of ..............................From
Devera Marcus ................................Seth Avi & Sheri-Rose Rubin

Kiddush Kitty Fund
In Honor Of ..................................From
David & Marcia Yellin's
son’s engagement ......................... Dr. Marcia Horn

Know someone who needs help?
Don’t Keep It Under Your Hat!
Know someone in need of help during an illness,
after surgery, after the birth of a child, please
contact the Mitzvah Mission.
No Mission Is Impossible!
tikkunolam@neveshalom.net
732-858-1764
8
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Tammuz/Av 5775

Av/Elul 5775

August 2015
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Sales Phone: 732-548-9191
Fax Phone: 732-548-9759

Service Phone:
732-548-9394

Discounted
Sales and Service

551 Middlesex Ave
Metuchen, NJ

Hours by Appointment

THE MIDDLESEX MEDICAL GROUP

Richard B. Bullock, M.D., F.A.C.P.
Diplomate American Board of Internal Medicine and Geriatrics

Darshana Tawde, M.D., F.A.C.P.
Diplomate American Board of Internal Medicine

Anne Alliegro, RN, ANP-C
Nurse Practitioner

Jennifer E. Wiseman, RN, ANP-C
Nurse Practitioner

225 May St., Suite E, Edison

732-661-2020

Sansone Auto Network

ANN FRANK

The Miller
Ballroom

President

CENTRAL TRAVEL

FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

at Neve Shalom

TEL (908) 486-0430
FAX (908) 486-4190

732-548-2238

email centraltravelnj@att.net

Cosmetic and Restorative
Dentistry
DAVID FRECHTMAN, D.M.D
TEL: )732) 548-8600
MEDIPLEX SUITE 303
98 JAMES STREET
EDISON, NJ 08820

ALAN B. GOLDBERG, D.D.S., LLC
MEDIPLEX, SUITE 303
98 JAMES STREET
EDISON, NJ 08820

COSMETIC, RESTORATIVE
AND IMPLANT DENTISTRY

TEL (732) 494-7767
FAX (732) 494-6240

GOLDSTEIN
FUNERAL CHAPEL INC.
We value the dignity and the sanctity
of the Jewish soul and we uphold and
maintain reverence for the Jewish
tradition
Exclusively Jewish Operated
Conveniently Located
Large Chapels
Martin Goldstein, Mgr.
N.J. Lic. 4025
2015 Woodbridge Avenue, Edison
732-777-0032
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HAIMM

MONUMENTS FOR
ALL CEMETERIES

MEMORIAL CENTER

10 MAIN STREET
WOODBRIDGE, NJ 07095
800-729-0582

732-634-8500
732-634-1521
Fax: 732-750-0120

Commercial Litigation, Collections and Bankruptcy
Nationwide
SAMUEL and JOY GRAFTON
POPPER and GRAFTON - ATTORNEYS AT LAW

225 West 34th Street
Suite 2209
New York, NY 10122-1600

212-290-2630
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250 Grove Avenue
Metuchen, NJ 08840
732-548-2238
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